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IN PERU
Theme of the month: Family
During the month of April ' family', was the main theme of all our lessons. Not only all the possible family members
passed in review, the baby, the grandparents, the sisters and brothers, ... but also the pets! During the movement
class for example, the children had to crawl like a baby, had to walk curved as a grandma or had to jump like a
toddler. During another series of lessons for 4 weeks, the so-called “Writing dance”, we continued to work around the
same theme. For example, a heart was made for mom or a drawing of the crazy big sister's hair. A lot of examples
could be given here, but this would take too many pages ;) The kids enjoyed it enormously to talk about their family!
By Lisa De Wolf and Delphine Coomans
06/04/2017 Birthday Clariza
April 6th: Clariza's 14th birthday! As no attention is paid to birthdays at home, we decided to give her a special day
at Oye Lena's, so she stayed at the project after the classes for a party with all of the volunteers! First she helped with
the preparations: she made fruit juice, pizza breads and she set the table,… then the party started! We ate some
snacks while listening to reggeaton songs (Clariza’s favorites). She also got some gifts from the volunteers: nail
polish, eye shadow and a pair of sunglasses. For dinner we ate spaghetti, which she really liked. After dinner it was
time for the piñata. With some help of volunteer Lauren it fell down pretty fast and Clariza could take home a lot of
candy. And as if this wasn’t enough, there was also a birthday cake! Volunteer Zaïda prepared a two layer cake
especially for Clariza, wanting this so much. At the end of the evening Clariza returned home tired, but really happy.
By Sara Defoor

11/04/2017 Our every two weeks visit to Ccochua, a small mountain school, what does this mean?!
As you know we describe ourselves as a ' Mountain School ' with the result you probably imagine yourself a small
school surrounded by the beautiful Andes mountains, but nothing could be further from the truth ... Indeed, you
might need to refine your image... Just like any volunteer is under the impression of his/her first visit to this school
your picture of this small, dark one room cottage, surrounded by some other sheds, quasi hidden in
the impressive and grand mountain landscape will not match with reality.
On Tuesday morning we travel to Ccochua, right after having convinced a taxi driver in the village (Curahuasi) to drive
us up the hills for an honest and correct fee. The taxi stops right outside and we hear in the distance all the
children's voices welcoming us. The small room wich we enter is maybe a little bit dark and chilly, but right from the
first step we are overwhelmed by the warmth of the kids.
The first couple of weeks were not easy as we had to find our way step by step. But finally we succeed in finding a
formula to succes.
We always start with a lesson we call "writing dance": the kids are ecstatic once they are outside on the street and
they are allowed to make their first write dance-stances: clouds with snow and rain, an erupting volcano, growing
plants ... with great pleasure they draw their figures in the air and once returned in the classroom they continue on
paper.
Then we continue with the application of the Sherborne1 principles: we walk our imaginary trail through the
forest where we cross rivers by jumping from stone to stone, we jump as bunnies, or we put ourselves firmly on the
ground so that we don't move at all while a severe wind is trying to blow us away (read: blowing volunteers:)). To
close the sessions we make time for something quiet and playful.
After the visit to the school we walk nearly for an hour, daydreaming with a smile on our faces, heading the
mountains, back to Oye LENA.
By Liesbet Van Valckenborg

1

Sherborne Developmental Movement is a method of working in which the movement is securely based in normal
developmental movement experiences. It was developed by Veronica Sherborne in the later part of the twentieth
century.It is an inclusive approach to teaching and working with movement and one that is well grounded in Laban's
Movement Theory, which has been developed over a period of 40 years.

06/04/2017 Monthly parent meeting
Sara, Liesbet, and Susi came to the house of family of Stefanie and Gilder, where we always hold the parent
meetings. The mothers were all there right on time. A lot of them were new because 10 kids just started classes at
Oye LENA in March. As always we showed them some pictures of the kids playing and learning. Then Sara talked
about some rules and important things to know about the way we work at the project and communicated some
important dates. After that it was my time to speak. First I introduced myself; I explained that I was here to do a
project with their children, a sport’s day, and we invited them to participate at this special day at the end of April. All
of the mothers seemed very enthusiastic and Susi repeated everything one more time to be sure that everything was
understood. In the end we offered them some juice and cookies.
By Fara Randria
13/04/2017 Visiting the school of Puka Puka
On this Thursday morning we visited again the mountain school of Puka Puka. Unexpectedly the toddlers were not
present at the school. We convinced the teacher present to let us teach to the older children to which he agreed
without a problem.
Where possible we adapted the lessons to the higher level of the children. We started with the lesson "Fiesta de
la familia": I told a story about a family celebration and the children had to choose the right family dolls and to move
them to the right position. I adjusted the level some more by making it more complicated. The children adored it.
Afterwards we went outside to play some games. It was very nice to see how the kids enjoyed the attention
we gave them. Finally, we returned to the classroom and we ended with a game called ' hangman ' which gave the
children the opportunity to think about the letters of the alphabet.
Despite the fact that it was impossible to do all the prepared lessons with the children, all of them enjoyed a very nice
and pleasant morning!
By Melissan Vaneygen

11/04/2017 UPDATE: second operation for Fernando
Tuesday 11th of April we went to see the doctor in Diospy
Suyana for a control of Fernando’s eyes. They did a few
tests and unfortunately it seems that Fernando’s eyes
haven’t improved as much as we hoped they would. They
decided to do a laser treatment. Fernando was a bit
nervous, but behaved very well and after about a quarter
the treatment was already done. After the treatment we
waited until he felt okay to walk by himself. The doctor
reminded Fernando that it is really important to use eye
drops every 3 hours and wear his glasses every day. After
all this we went to get a piece of pie in the bakery and
then we went back to Oye Lena. That night Fernando
stayed at Oye Lena together with his sister Fanny, so that we were sure that he got his eye drops. The second night
his parents wanted to take him to go visit family in Mollepata so he couldn’t stay with us anymore. Currently
Fernando is wearing his glasses more and more so we hope that when we go back to the hospital in November we
will see good results.
By Sara Defoor
20/04/2017 Sport’s day for parents and children, organized by student Fara
Thursday 20th of April was a special day for the kids, the sport's day and we invited their mothers to join us too. After
the lunch and the welcome circle, I explained the program of the day. First there were four obstacle courses,
composed of circles, benches, tables, balls, cords, etc. They had to do the obstacle courses with the help of their
mothers. All children had a personal card they had to complete to get a surprise. Afterwards we ate the snack apple
pie and bread rolls with jam. Then we decided to play a big game together in the garden. We played "Mother may I?"
and after this game the mothers proposed to play volleyball, so of course we did! It was a good moment together and
at the end of the day, the children received their surprise: a little medal I brought from France.
By Fara Randria
By Fara Randria

16/04/2017: Monthly visit to the hot springs of Cconoc
"Are there enough volunteers to go to swim with all our toddlers or is splitting up in two groups required?" A simple
question arises during a Friday morning meeting. It was answered positively so we could go! All volunteers including
their entourage (parents Lisa and friend Liesbet) were more than excited to give it a go! As it was impossible to
transport everybody in our rather small red van, some of the volunteers went earlier to Cconoc... and waited
nervously for all of our toddlers. Could they swim already? Were they afraid of the water? Were they familiar with
the concept of a swimming pool? And what about our little ones, how will we persuade them to go into the water?
And will we get them all dressed up?
Luckily we were well prepared. As soon as the children arrived, their and our enthusiasm pushed us forward, no more
questions, just enjoyment... dipping the first toe in the water, floating on an inflatable tire, the first time diving in the
deep followed by a second and third time, crazy jumps in the water, showing off to the volunteers and occasionally
swallowing a sip of the Cconoc water, the fruit and biscuits afterwards ... In short, an afternoon of smiling faces;
unforgettable and incredibly successful!
By Liesbet Van Valckenborg

Casa Lena vistors support Oye Lena
Some fine vistors came along this month. They stayed for a few days and they saw everything was more than OK..
First we had British family for 10 days, Miki, Miriam and their children Arielle and Eden. They helped on the project
and explored the area. When leaving they left a coat and sweater behind which we donated to Karen and Damaris.

Dirk and Nadine Houter are travelling the world. Before leaving they organized a big party for friends and family in
order to collect money to donate to NGO's they would met during their trip. 250 euro was given to Oye Lena, thank
you very much and have a nice journey!
The Belgian-Polish couple Olga and Bert Jacobs also payed us a visit. They had a lot of pencils with them and on top
of that, they became the godparents of Belen

Last but not least the parents of student Lisa, Erika and Wim De Wolf, stayed also for 10 days. They had almost a
whole suitcase full of stuff and gave also occasionally a helping hand.

Thanks to these 4 fantastic couples for their support!
New pupil: Hernan, a 23 year old boy suggering of the Down syndrome
Since the beginning of April we have a new special student: Hernan! Hernan is a
boy of 23 years old with Down syndrome. He is really motivated and also his
family looks really involved and interested in the project. We mostly work with
him about his school skills. We will keep you informed concerning his progress!
By Sara Defoor

Congratulations!
Happy Birthday Fernando and Reyson!

Fernando received a new hat and his brother perfume from his godparents Hilde en Luc Brewaeys and Reyson
received a a present we put together for him!
The mother of Naymar and Aaron gave this month birth to a little brother. A good opportunity to offer
some toys and some clothes for the newborn.

Volunteers come and go
Lauren Vancampenhoudt and Melissa Vaneygen, both students of "KDG Highschool ' , Belgium, volunteered for 7
weeks and gave the best of themselves to our children. At their departure Lauren bought a lot of undies to complete
our spare clothing and Melissa bought a nice small horse to jump around outside. Thanks Ladies for your love
and commitment!
Also volunteer Zaïda Van Reusel left this month, after 11 fabulous weeks. Young and insecure she arrived and
independent and confident she left for home again! Thanks Zaïda for coming last minute and reinforce our team!
You were a great member, for volunteers and kids!

IN BELGIUM
20/04/2017 Children of Grimbergen support Oye LENA!
On February, 18th, as you could already read in the newsletter of January, Hilde Vandepitte and
Ingrid Vandekelder presented the projects of Oye LENA to the children of the community of Grimbergen, Belgium,
ready to do the Confirmation of their Baptismal Vows (a Catholic tradition). After this "testimony" it was intended
that the children took an initiative in order to do something for a good purpose Three groups chose to start a
sponsorship trip and walked from the city of Averbode to Scherpenheuvel (7 km). The children were allowed
to choose the purpose of their sponsorship and they chose Oye LENA. 621.3 euro as a result! A huge amount!
Thanks to everyone who took part and sponsored!!

Two schools in Belgium support Oye LENA.
The parents of volunteer Zaida Vanreusen both work as teachers in the Freinet education 2. Their schools ' De
Regenboog' and ' De Appeltuin' are both in for Oye LENA. Fourth grade teacher Diane of the ‘Regenboog’ school
cooked South American dishes for all of the families of their class. And teacher Wout of the ‘Appeltuin’ school
sold orchids and organized a charity run. (More information: http://www.wijgaanervoor.be/)
Together they raised 2183 euro. A fantastic big amount! We will use this money for the transport of
Diana's wheelchair and also partially for the installation of a solar screen around the playground. Thanks so much!

2

Freinet education:

• built on the basis of what lives among the students. The children have the desire to find out, themselves, show
initiatives and propose them to the Group; under the guidance of the teacher they make a plan.
• the curriculum is based on the fact that something has to make sense to find out. The children search nothing
for nothing. So everything we learn is not a purpose as such, but the way to obtain the goal. The story must be in the
newspaper; the letter to the Mayor needs to look good and I need to know how I have to cycling.
• learning happens by trial and error. By acting to investigate, without first explaining how something works, the
child acquires real insight.
• education
for democracy. Children
learn
on democratic basis to
organize their group/class school. They
are thereby well prepared for a democratic society.

BECOME A GODPARENT
OYE LENA IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR MORE GODPARENTS!
Offer a whole new future to a child for only a couple of eurocents a day.
Thanks in advance!
Godparents can let us know if they prefer to sponsor a boy or a girl, aged 3 or 4. When you become a godparent, you
receive a picture via e‐mail.
Most communication will happen via e‐mail in order to keep costs down. Two times a year you will receive regular
mail.
If you do not want to send your godchild messages via mail or e‐mail, that is no problem at all. If yes, you can do so
in English. We will make sure a translation is available. However, keep in mind that our children are still very young.
A nice picture will do more than a long letter. Also, do not forget that it can take a while before your letters arrive in
Peru. If you want to avoid long waiting times, it is also possible to send an e‐mail. We will make sure your e‐mail gets
printed and given to the child. You can send your e‐mail to oyelena.peru@gmail.com.
The postal address is:
ONG OYE LENA (Stefanie Van Erps + the name of your godchild)
Oficina oficial de correos de Curahuasi,
Curahuasi,
Abancay,
Apurimac,
Peru
It is also possible for you to come and visit the project and your godchild, just tell us in advance if you want to come
over.
In order to make sure payments go as smoothly as possible, it is best to use a standing order. That way, you
automatically deposit a fixed amount into our bank account (a minimum of €10 = €0.30 a day). Oye LENA has a
Belgian bank account: BE28 06889753 0620 BIC: GKCCBEBB
The money is not destined to your individual godchild, but will be used for EVERY child on the project, for:





buying food and drinks. The children receive a free lunch, fruit, a snack and drinks every day;
financing visits to the doctor’s, where the children receive free treatment and medication;
buying toys and educational materials;
celebrating birthdays and other festivities: cake and presents!

If you wish to stop being a godparent, you can do so anytime. You only have to send us an e‐mail and cancel your
standing order.
We will also keep you up to date with all the latest developments of the project and your godchild!

DID YOU KNOW ...
You can receive a tax certificate for your donations from € 40 and more?!
This certificate can be added to your tax declaration and the amount of your donation will be deducted from your
taxable income.

To determine if you have the right to a tax certificate for a certain assessment year, all the donations you did during
that year are being count up at the beginning of the next assessment year. If you reach a total sum of € 40 or more,
you receive a tax certificate (at the beginning of the year following to the year you made the donation in).
The certificate will only be given for donation to the account number:
IBAN BE48 5230 8027 2427 / BIC TRIOBEBB
Leraars zonder Grenzen vzw, Jan de Graefstraat 7, 2600 Berchem
with mention: “donation for ONG Oye LENA”

